Bravo) boundary work that created so many difficulties for both commissions.
Edney (Mapping an
. This handsome and impeccably edited volume is a welcome addition to the exemplary Cartography and Geography series of the University of Chicago Press.
The book is comprised of seven chapters that include an introduction and a brief conclusion. The story revolves around the traverse surveys in the British colony of Guiana carried out by the "anglicized Prussian" Robert Herman Schomburgk between 1836-1839 and 1841-1844. In this sense, Burnett's work is much more a study of Schomburgk and the nature of survey work than about Guiana or its people.
In 1835, Schomburgk received a commission from the Royal Geographic Society (RGS) to explore the interior of Guiana. After a rocky start that almost cost him his commission, Schomburgk arrived in (161) and, in this capacity, his views became the views of the British elite and the colonial office. With fame secured, the British government commissioned Schomburgk to return to Guiana to map the boundary of the colony. Schomburgk's new map, which received wide circulation in modified form as part of the Tallis Atlas (1851), overstepped the operational boundaries of the times. This act proved disagreeable to Guiana's three neighbors and significant boundary definitions remain unresolved to this day.
Masters makes at least three important contributions to our understanding of the relationship among exploration, cartography, and colonialism. First, Burnett invokes the classical rhetorical term metalepsis to discuss the explorer's dialogic task of subtly validating but necessarily surpassing all previous explorations and prior geographic knowledge. The explorer's authority and identity are thus established only by invoking the historical geographies of others, yet stripping them of their authority and content at the same time-a tricky business that creates its own kernel for future contestation. According to Burnett, these "metaleptic cycles" authorize geographical exploration at the same time they ground colonial territorial claims. Second, the traverse survey, which fixes landmarks to establish sight lines on a cartographic field, creates problems when a single surveyor is charged with both delimiting and demarcating a given boundary. Indeed, Burnett asserts that the nature of the traverse technology, which tends toward territorial expansion, is largely responsible for Schomburgk's boundary embellishments during his second survey, and are not the product of some innate imperial greed as claimed by Venezuelans and Brazilians. Finally, Burnett shows how landmarks, once invested with meaning through myth, narratives, maps and pictorial representation, and assigned values in political, scientific and cartographic frames of reference, become "nodes in the geographical construction of a colonial territory" (15) and icons of the colony. These nodes cum icons, Burnett argues, "contribute to the 'saturation' of colonial space by making possible legacies, pilgrimages, and the cycles of metalepsis that . . . root colonial possession" (p. 130).
A couple of critical remarks are in order. Despite the wealth of historical maps reproduced, the book demands a simple map locating places named in the text. While aesthetically pleasing, historical maps have neither the clarity nor the specificity to allow the reader to follow the detailed intricacies elaborated. Second, although Burnett suggests his book explores the cross-cultural encounter between Schomburgk's survey party and the Amerindians who made it possible, the book does not live up to its claim. The presence of Amerindians are ubiquitous throughout the book but they receive little of the detailed attention Burnett devotes to Europeans. (Africans are completely absent.) Although Burnett apologizes for this lacuna, I expected more from an expanded dissertation whose title included "the Amerindians of British Guiana." Third, the periodic but constant digressions to deconstructivist theory in each chapter prevented a rich narrative from being even richer. By invoking theory so often I felt Burnett was prone to the same "metaleptic cycles" he so astutely described. Finally, the book seems to collapse the multifaceted notion of territorial possession into the discursive act of producing a map. While this is an important part of the picture, how cartographic possession relates to demonstrated land uses, contemporary notions of property rights, counter-claims or even activities on the ground, are all themes most conspicuous by their absence.
These caveats aside, this in an excellent study of cartographic history and the nuanced workings of colonialism in British Guiana. The book also includes an understated wealth of information about how boundary disputes are contested, as well as some of the recent diplomatic intrigues underscoring the Venezuela-Guyana dispute. As a historian of science, Burnett shows geographers the power, but also the limitations, of looking for geography in imperial archives, mundane correspondence, and forgotten maps. Reviewed by Thomas Perreault, Geography Department, Syracuse University
In this important and engaging book, Fernando Santos-Granero and Frederica Barclay set out to dispel some widely held "myths" about the social, economic, and political histories of the northern-eastern Peruvian department of Loreto. These myths, based on studies of other, mainly Brazilian, portions of the Amazon Basin, hold that Amazonia's economy is highly dependent on extractive industries, a condition that has perpetuated both the region's underdevelopment and its pre-capitalist relations of production. Moreover, the myth holds that state presence in the region is either weak or subservient to the interests of local elites, compounding the region's economic marginalization. By contrast, in Tamed Frontiers Santos-Granero and Barclay assert that the history of Loreto is much too diverse economically and socially to fit into these simple, monolithic characterizations, and that the region's development has been marked by considerable, if spatially and temporally uneven, state involvement. Of central importance to their argument is the assertion that, "The process we are calling the 'taming of the frontier'…implies the suppression or containment of the worse [sic] traits identified with frontier economies. Above all, it involves the extension of civil rights and the empowerment of previously disenfranchised and oppressed sectors of the population, such as took place in Loreto beginning in the 1960s" (p. 5).
In the book's introduction, the authors juxtapose the case of Loreto to what they term the 'violent frontier' approach to Amazonian studies which, they claim, has become the dominant perspective owing to the tendency among scholars to privilege areas of recent colonization, social conflict, and environmental degradation. This
